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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are a transport administrator for an AS ABAP-based SAP
system landscape. In the import queue of a
single SAP system, you select multiple transport requests to be
imported together. What happens when
these transport requests are imported?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
A. If an object is included in more than one transport request,
it is first stored in the shadow repository.
You can then activate/generate selected versions from the
shadow repository later.
B. All objects in all the selected transport requests are
merged together
C. If an object is included in more than one transport request,
you can specify which object version will be
activated/generated using unconditional (import) modes.
D. If an object is included in more than one transport request,
only the version in the last transport request
is activated/generated (according to the sequence in the import
queue).
E. The objects in the first transport request are imported and
activated/generated first, then the objects in
the second transport request, and so on.
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2

When suctioning a client, what is the usual amount of time the
nurse should spend for each suction pass?
A. 10 seconds
B. 20 seconds
C. 2 seconds
D. 30 seconds
Answer: A
Explanation:
Ten seconds is the usual amount of time the nurse should spend
for each suction pass. Two seconds is not enough time to remove
secretions. The remaining choices are too long and could lead
to hypoxia and tissue trauma.Reduction of Risk Potential

NEW QUESTION: 3
An organization is developing a disaster recovery plan for a
data center that hosts multiple applications. The application
recovery sequence would BEST be determined through an analysis
of:
A. Recovery point objectives (RPOs)
B. Recovery time objectives (RTOs)
C. The data classification scheme
D. Key performance indicators (KPIs)
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
An administrator is trying to determine which applications are
being used in the network but does not want the network devices
to send metadata to Cisco Firepower. Which feature should be
used to accomplish this?
A. Access Control
B. Network Discovery
C. NetFlow
D. Packet Tracer
Answer: B
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